).
expressed as
having energy eigenvalues
The advantage of this model is that E 1 − E 2 is reali.e
Now suppose one wants to express
then considering positive sign on has H P T can be written as
It is easy to see that the eigenvalues difference becomes complex in nature i.e
It is not difficult to show that no unitary transformation can exist satisfying the similarity transformation [5] . On the other hand one can have
where
Now a simple question arises in mind as to can one do an experiment using the model H P T as given above . The very answer to this question is NO as the H P T is a Broken − PT − Symmetry. Comming to the H AP T operator we find it possess well defined charge conjugation operator. The details are as follows.
C − Real
In order to justify this let us consider the model as.
having eigenvalues λ
1,2 = −4i ± 9 (10)
and
Interestingly the corresponding charge conjugate operator is real [6] [7] [8] [9] i.e
having eigenvalues
Furher both C (B) and B share the same eigenfunction justifying the commutation
Let us consider A in the form of 2x2 matrix as
The operator A can be obtained from B using similarity transformation involving non-unitary operator as
where U is given by
Now we also notice that
The corresponding charge conjugation operators C is complex and is given by
Furher both C (A) and A share the same eigenfunction justifying the commutation
Here, the author would like to state that one can easily understand the existence of anti-parity-time symmetry using present model instead of complex analysis reported previously [1] without discussion on charge and wave functions.
